Hill Ward Henderson Presents

2015 4th Annual
Re-purposed Doodad
Sculpture Competition

A Sculpture Competition for
Elementary, Middle, and High School Students
Wednesday, May 13th, 2015
Tampa Bay History Center, 801 Old Water St.,
Tampa, FL
5:30 - 7:45 PM

Judges

CHRISTINA CAMPBELL
Christina Campbell is the Senior Marketing Specialist at Hill Ward Henderson. Christina has always had a passion and
appreciation for the arts, dancing ballet in companies throughout the United States till 2001. After completion of her MBA from
the University of South Florida, Christina became the Marketing & Communications Manager for the Tampa Bay Businesses for
Culture & the Arts. Within two years, she became the General Manager and oversaw, organized, and planned many community art
events raising awareness of the arts as an economic engine for the Tampa Bay community. Christina also served on the Board of
Directors for the Gasparilla Festival of the Arts and was Marketing Chair for two years.
KENDRA FRORUP
“Collecting is part of the making,” states sculptor Kendra Frorup about her work. Frorup combines cultural motivation and a
thorough investigation of materials and their evocative qualities in her sculpture. She utilizes casting, carving and found objects
such as cocoanuts, industrial materials and teacups. Frorup was born in Nassau, Bahamas and uses her memories of this time
in her art. After a childhood in the Bahamas, she studied in the United States and began to create representational images that
showed a commonality with her culture. Frorup earned her BFA in Sculpture at the University of Tampa and her MFA in Sculpture
at Syracuse University. She is currently Assistant Professor in sculpture at the University of Tampa. Frorup’s work is in major
International collections including The National Art Gallery of the Bahamas, The Venice Biennale - Exposició Art Camp 2012;
collecció FEDA, International through Andorra and Unesco. Recent selected exhibitions include The sixth National Exhibition,
National Art Gallery of the Bahamas; “The Global Caribbean: Focus on Caribbean Landscape,” Little Haiti Cultural Complex, Art
Basel Venue, Miami, Florida; Musée International des Arts Modestes in Sète, France; a solo exhibition “The Inner Temple Project,”
National Art Gallery of the Bahamas; and The Second International Penang Printmaking Exhibition, The Penang State Art Gallery
Penang, Malaysia.
CHARLES GREACEN
Charles Greacen is an artist working and living in Tampa’s Hyde Park neighborhood since 1973. His cartoons have been a weekly
feature in the Tampa Bay Times’ City Times section for more than twelve years. While at Denison University, where he earned his
BFA in visual arts, he was awarded fellowships from the Art and Classics departments. He has held the position of advertising and
Public Relations Manager for a Tampa based restaurant chain, freelanced as Charles Greacen Illustration and Graphics, and taught
college level drawing, design and history & civilization. Since 2005 he has been the sole proprietor of a collection of art based
companies; Town Tiles, Lost Art Custom Stationery and Small World Maps, all of which utilize his illustration and photography.
ANGIE HAUER
Angie Hauer is a Florida native, and graduate of Hillsborough High School and Loyola University. She was a teacher for
Hillsborough County for 32 years. Her teaching career began at Wilson Junior High School and continued at Coleman Junior
High. She took twelve years off to marry and raise three children, before returning to teaching. Two of her children followed in her
footsteps and chose educational professions. Angie is now a resident at Horizon Bay at Hyde Park, the retirement community that
guest hosts the Doodads Event. Since becoming a resident at Horizon Bay, Angie has developed a passion for painting, and has
shown inspiring artistic talent.
RODNEY KITE-POWELL
Rodney Kite-Powell is the Saunders Foundation Curator of History at the Tampa Bay History Center, where he joined the staff in
1994. He received a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Florida and a Master of Arts from the University of South Florida –
both in the subject of US history. Born and raised in Tampa, he has written extensively on the history of Tampa and Hillsborough
County and is the editor of Tampa Bay History, a regional journal published through a partnership between the History Center
and the University of South Florida Libraries’ Florida Studies Center. In addition to his duties at the History Center, Mr. KitePowell has served as an adjunct professor at the University of Tampa, where he taught a course on the history of Florida. He is also
the regular columnist for the Tampa Tribune’s History & Heritage Page. His book, History of Davis Islands: David P. Davis and the
Story of a Landmark Tampa Neighborhood, was published in 2013 by The History Press.
SANDRA L. MURMAN
Sandra Murman was elected as a County Commissioner in 2010, representing District 1. She was re-elected without opposition in
June 2012, elected by her fellow commissioners to serve as Chairman of the BOCC in 2014, and served as Vice Chairman in 2011,
2012 and 2013. Prior to joining the County Commission, Murman completed eight years as a member of the Florida House of
Representatives from 1996-2004. Representative Murman was the first Republican Woman to hold the position of Speaker ProTempore in the Florida House of Representatives. During her tenure in the House of Representatives, Murman worked on issues
such as nursing shortages, long term care reform for elderly services, nursing home litigation reform, and critical reform of child
protective services and foster care. She also spearheaded growth management legislation to address school facility issues, financial
practice reviews of our school districts, and keeping adult entertainment establishments from being located near schools and
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children and led the effort to protect abandoned babies. Her lifetime dream was to build a children’s museum in our community
and spearheaded the Capital Campaign to raise $16 million to build the new Glazer Children’s Museum in downtown Tampa.
She also served as Chair of the Board of Directors for the Museum. Commissioner Murman was selected to serve on the Prepaid
College Foundation Board, the Junior Achievement Board, and the Florida Healthy Kids Foundation. She also serves as a civic
leader on many other boards and commissions that help children such as past chair of the board of the Brandon Chamber of
Commerce, past chair of the Brandon Regional Hospital Board, and Junior Achievement, Hillsborough Kids, Inc., The Children’s
Home, Healthy Start Coalition, founding director of LLT Charter School, Phoenix House, Mental Health Care Foundation, USF
College of Nursing Advisory Board, West Central Girl Scouts Development Council, and many more. Commissioner Murman is a
native of Indiana and a graduate of Indiana University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Marketing.
TERRI SIMONS
Terri Simons serves as Director of Program Services at the Arts Council of Hillsborough County, responsible for its grant programs
for artists and arts organizations; online communications and websites; workshops and events for the arts community such as
FIVE by FIVE Tampa Bay and monthly professional networking. She has more than 25 years’ experience in communications and
marketing for corporations and non-profits in Hillsborough County. She is an artist and holds a bachelor’s degree in Studio Art
and Art History from the University of South Florida.
YANN WEYMOUTH, AIA, LEED® AP
Yann Weymouth’s career as an architect spans nearly five decades and three continents. He has successfully led designs of largescale and complex projects for some of the most important architectural firms, including I.M. Pei and Partners, Arup, SOM,
Arquitectonica, and HOK. Weymouth is currently Design Director for the St. Pete Design Group, a joint venture with Harvard
Jolly Architects and Wannemacher Jensen Associates. Weymouth is a graduate of Harvard and MIT. He founded his own firm
Redroof in New York City, served as I.M. Pei’s Chief of Design for the East Wing, National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. and
also was Pei’s Chief of Design for the Grand Louvre Project in Paris, France. As Design Director for HOK Architects from 20012013, Weymouth’s award-winning designs include four museums in Florida: Sarasota’s John and Mabel Ringling Museum and
Cultural Complex new Masterplan, Searing Wing, Visitor Entry Pavilion, and Education Building; St. Petersburg Museum of Fine
Arts, Hazel Hough Wing, Café and Conservatory; Florida International University, Patricia and Philip Frost Art Museum, and
the new Salvador Dalí Museum. Weymouth is an advocate for sustainable design and environmentally responsible and efficient
building. He was recognized by Britain’s Royal Fine Arts Commission for his design of a Waste-to-Energy plant along the Thames.
His many LEED certified designs include FIU’s College of Nursing and Health Sciences, new building for FIU’s College of Business,
the Interdisciplinary Science Building at USF, and the recently opened Phillip and Patricia Frost School of Experiential Music
Phase I at the University of Miami, UM’s first LEED Platinum structures.

Master of Ceremonies
HARRY COHEN
Tampa City Councilman Harry Cohen graduated from Gettysburg College and New York Law School, where he received his Juris
Doctor degree. From 2005 until 2011 he was the Chief Deputy Clerk of the Circuit Court for Hillsborough County. On Tampa’s
City Council Cohen has served as Chair Pro-Tem since 2012 as well as Chair of the Finance Committee. He has also served on the
Hillsborough County Public Safety Coordinating Council, as Vice Chair of the Metropolitan Planning Organization, Chair of the
Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board, and is currently on the board of Community Tampa Bay, the David A. Straz,
Jr. Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center, and the Florida Orchestra. He is a member of the Florida Bar and the Hillsborough County
Bar Association. Cohen is currently serving his second term.
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Elementary School Winners
BEST OF SHOW
Shaw, “Through the Fish Tank”

BEST FAUX FUNCTIONAL
Gorrie, “Zephyrhills Flow-ida”

BEST RE-PURPOSED
Gorrie, “The Fountain of Youth”

BEST TAMPA CULTURE
Cypress Creek, “Tampa’s Manatees”

MOST HUMOROUS
Boyette Springs, “Hamster Dance”
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Elementary School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Alafia,
Jackson,
Terrill

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
ARTIST STATEMENT
5
Metamorphosis, E1 While this piece showcases the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly, the objects used (water

bottles, caps, throw beads, wood scraps, toilet paper rolls) also illustrates how recyclables can be
transformed into a work of art. To make this project, we first had to build the tree using water bottles,
toilet paper rolls, and tape; which was then covered with plaster strips. After the plaster hardened, the
tree and wooden base were painted. We also cut out leaves from water bottles and painted them;
attaching them to the branches when they and the tree were dry. Once the tree was completed, we used
colored caps and wire to make the caterpillar, wood scraps to make the recycle sign, water bottles to
make the flowers, and throw beads and a water bottle to make the butterfly.

FOR
SALE
No

Artists: Caitlin Beery, Neeley Heilman, Brianna Phillips, Abby Voehl

Alafia,
Jackson,
Terrill

4, 5 Fourth of July, E2

No

For this project, we decided that we wanted to build a model of downtown Tampa. To do this, we first
researched the approximate layout of the larger buildings in downtown Tampa and found recycled wood
scraps and a water bottle (Sykes Building) to represent them. We then painted the buildings and added
details, using individual throw beads to show lights that were on in the buildings and silver, red, and blue
throw bead strands to decorate the top of the Suntrust Building; which represents our country and the
Fourth of July. To finish the project, we painted small cutouts from water bottles and attached them to
the blue painted part of the wooden base; using these strips to show reflections of lights in the water.

Artists: Julia Glidden, Grace Leavitt, Zoe Stanton

Bailey,
4
Wallace, Land

Recycling Makes
the World a
Prettier Place, E5

Bailey,
4
Wallace, Land

Palm Tree, E4

Yes

Recycling is the key to a beautiful earth! When starting my sculpture I realized what a better way to show
this then to make a recycling bin out of recycled bottles. I feel this is a unique way to show a simple way
to help the earth. By using the beads to represent the sun, flowers and grass it shows the simplest
actions can allow mother natures true colors to come through! I know my sculpture makes me feel
accomplished which is how I hope everyone feels when they Recycle, Reuse and Repurpose!

Artists: Amelia L. Gomez

Yes

I made the palm tree out of duct tape, feathers, a water bottle, and beads. I put the duct tape on bumpy
to make it look like bark on a tree. Then I put beads on the inside of the bottle to make it heavy on the
bottom so that it wouldn't fall over.
This palm tree reminds me of the beach, since I see palm trees at the beach.

Artists: Breanna Herdman

Bailey,
3, 5 Princess Emely
Wallace, Land
Lou, E10

Yes

We used a soda bottle then we put duct tape on the perimeter of the bottle so it looked like a dress.
After that we put a piece of ribbon lace around the "stomach" of the Princess. Then, some pearl parade
beads around the "whole body" to make it sparkle! After that we put some black yarn for the hair.

Artists: Emely Caballero, Savannah Schwarz

Bailey,
4
Wallace, Land

Gator Lake, E12

Bailey,
5
Wallace, Land

Volcano, E6

Yes

My sculpture represents an island lake that has a gator living in it. I made this because Florida has lots of
gators, and my sculpture reminds me of the time there was a baby gator in the lake behind my house. I
made it with blue and green beads and some feathers. I put the beads in the bottle to be water, and
green beads are hanging out to be plants. I also made a palm tree out of brown colored paper and green
feathers poking out of it.

Artists: Emilia Szpiech

No

I made my Volcano for best in elementary out of plastic bottles, beads, cardboard, duct tape and glue
with food coloring.
Artists: Emma Osborn

Bing, Cronin,
Socorro

4, 5 Gingerbread
House, E13

Yes

Our sculpture contains many different colors. It is called The Loving Christmas Ginger Bread House. Its
colors are complimentary. The proportions are much like a doll house. We made a house that represents
family, love, and Christmas. These things always reminds us of the great life we have.
Artists: Antajah Hernandez, Marizha Wilson, Marbella Moreno
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Elementary School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
GR TITLE, ENTRY#
Boyette
1-5 Hamster Dance,
Springs,
E16
McMillan, Lee
MOST
HUMOROUS

ARTIST STATEMENT

The Boyette Springs Art Club thought about using water bottles that were out of the ordinary. We also
wanted to create something that would make people laugh. When we found the five gallon water bottles
we thought right away of a hamster cage gone wild! From there we started to create our crazy hamster
maze: our recycled materials became hamster toys and tunnels.

FOR
SALE
Yes

Artists: Paige Guse, Hannah Gawelezyk, Skylar Williams, William Perry, Gael Carmona, Elizabeth Sexton,
Bethany Cray, Anastasia Kvrgic, Everett Austin, Sara Rose Doss, Omar Mitchum, Chloe MelilloRicharson, Alexander Nuckles, Lily O'Laker, Klytie Turner, Kaylee Cribbs, Evan Eubanks, Charlie Stultz,
Lillian King, Alexandra King, CheyennePang-Jogi, Madisyn Pang-Jogie, Princess James, Sienna
Fletcher, Stephen Prebich, Kendal Schwartz, Hailey Cook, Norah Alwood, Anabelle Tidwell, Hailey
Wahle, Molly Nichols, Aaron Innerarity, Natalee Hurtt, Kaylee Hurtt

Cypress
Creek, Moral,
Shelton

3, 4, Tampa's Manatees An important feature of the Tampa coastline are the Manatees. We wanted to make people aware that
Manatees make our city so beautiful and unique. The Manatees are important to our Tampa environment
5
- Beautiful and
and need to be protected so people can always be able to see and enjoy them.
Fragile, E106

Yes

BEST TAMPA
CULTURE
Artists: Kristen Samuels, A.J. Barajas, Jaylen Bocanegra, Shayanna Rutland, Alaina Williams, Krysten
Crawford, Jeremyah Gentle, Jaiden Rosell, Rigoberto Chavez, Richard Franklin, Cloey Babcock, Reese
Pfoff

DeSoto,
3
Garcia,
Vander Ploeg

Gorrie,
Sandler,
Barmore

A Very Merry UnChristmas, E17

The students were inspired to create their own pine tree after working with Busch Gardens to create the
Bottle Tree Project. They experimented with creating a value scale by making tints and shades of green
plastic bottles. Students use floral wire to assemble to bottles in order from white at the top, through the
tints and shades of green, all the way to black. They then used the mardi gras beads as garland and
created personalized stars for their tree.

Artists: Reanna Poteralski, Justyce Young, Jaretzy Jimenez-Arroyo, Jaxon Nesy Jimenez, Jeremiah Johnson,
Junior Pena, Jaxon Bast-Ficarotta, Jason Martinez, Emmanuel Willis
4, 5 Zephyrhills, "Flow"- We decided to make a spring to show the Zephyrhills spring. We think that this will fit in well in the
repurposed category because it shows how Zephyrhills repurposes clean spring water into bottled water
ida, E19
that we then buy and drink.

No

Yes

BEST FAUX
FUNCTIONAL
Artists: Amy Cha, Zoe Beckenstein, Emily Bernstein, Gaby Gonzalez, Libby Gough, Michael King

Gorrie,
Sandler,
Barmore

Gorrie,
Sandler,
Barmore

4, 5 The Fountain of
Youth, E20

We made this project thinking we would make an upside down chandelier, but as we started making it,
we decided that we would create a fountain. We wanted to have what looks like seaweed draping
around the fountain, water coming out the top and little fish swimming throughout.

Yes

BEST REPURPOSED
Artists: Katharina Wood-Koepcke, Katie Sue Woodward, Olivia Munch, Madison Pope, Kela Watts, Lydia Kamp,
Josh Weinstein
4, 5 Looking for Pirate We were inspired by the beaded mannequin sculptures that our art teacher showed us before we started
on the project. We decided to create a pirate to represent Gasparilla. We think that it will fit in the
Pete'e Treasure,
Tampa History category well because it shows how people in Tampa celebrate Gasparilla. We also
E18
decided to add an interactive treasure hunt because we thought that the viewers of this project should
have the joy of looking for Pirate Pete's Treasure.

Yes

Artists: Madison Lawrence, Cody Stockon, Emily Perry, Hayden Stoltzfoos, Finley Wakefield, Cadence Busbee

Ippolito,
Bennett,
Lenegar

4

Cloud Jumper the
Dragon, E21

Ippolito,
Bennett,
Lenegar

4

Naruto, E25

When I was thinking about what to make I thought about my favorite Dragon. I had fun painting inside
the bottles, putting the bottles together and cutting the bottles into wings. While putting the beads on I
learned to be careful with the hot glue gun.

No

Artists: Oscar Medina
My favorite part was paper-maching over the bottles to make the bottle. I think it looks pretty good. I
learned how to work with a partner.
Artists: Robert Hermosillo, Billy Lipphart
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Elementary School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Ippolito,
Bennett,
Lenegar

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
4
Rocketship, E22

FOR
SALE
No

ARTIST STATEMENT

I like outer space and am very interested in astronomy. I hope my work inspires young children. My
favorite part of this project was painting and gluing the rocket ship. The hardest part was gluing the
frame because the glue was hot. I learned that working hard pays off and gets you where you want.

Artists: Ryette Holloway

Just, Carolina, 1-5
Hubbard

The Outside
Looking In, E28

Kenly, Spires, 5
Hatfield

The Rebel
Princess Dress:
from the Princess
Power Collection,
E31

We at Just Elementary are doing a project called The outside looking in with our Host/ Ed-venture
students. They decided to create a module of a space in a home and looking out the window, you can
see beauty in nature or from the outside looking in they could view a space that is confined. So we asked
them to take there pick which space would you rather be in?

No

Artists: HOST/Ed-Venture Group

Yes

We created this art piece by cutting water bottles apart so that they would lay flat and hooking them
together with paper clips. We learned that we can’t glue water bottles together because they are too
flexible and will come apart. My favorite part of this project was making the dress and using our
imagination to make it look real.

Artists: Alana Dorvil, Alyssa Nicks

Kenly, Spires, 5
Hatfield

Tree Hat, E35

Yes

We created this work of art out of water bottles, beads and tape. We started out making an umbrella
but ended up making it in to a tree hat. One of the things we learned is that it’s hard to make a life sized
umbrella out of water bottles. Our favorite part of the project was putting on the beads. We started out
trying to make it funny but it came out pretty fashionable.

Artists: Iris Barrett, Joline Clauvil

Kenly, Spires, 5
Hatfield

Floridablanca, E30 My inspiration for this piece was the Tampa Gasparilla Pirate invasion. That’s why I named my piece

Kenly, Spires, 5
Hatfield

The Rookie
Underdog House,
E29

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

The Bobcat, E77

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

5

Animals Native to
Florida , E51

Yes

Floridablanca, after the pirate Jose Gaspar’s ship. One of the things I learned while making this pirate
ship plastic bottles cannot be glued together. My favorite part of the project was taping the bottles
together to make the ship. If I could change something it would be to make the mast of my ship taller. I
was surprise that I was able to make a ship that looks so realistic out of plastic water bottles. I hope you
enjoy my hard work.

Artists: Kawon Turner
We created this work of art with water bottles and beads and put it together with staples and a lot of tape.
Our group put two ideas together and came up with making a dog house. One of the first things we
learned is that it is really challenging to glue water bottles. When we started building it we were surprised
that it was big enough to fit a real dog.

Yes

Artists: Keyonnah Mesrane, Zakhia Robinson, Maria Ogaro, Thea Walton

No

We are making a bobcat.On our bobcat we reused many different materials.We would like you to notice
the hard work and effort that we put into it.Also we would like you to notice the details on the bobcat.

Artists: Alyssa Daly

No

I hope that they can see that I worked hard. Some of my technics were that I used the hot glue gun.
Used beads as the sea.

Artists: Amena Shalabi

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

3

Loggerhead Sea
Turtle, E58

Yes

I love Loggerhead Sea Turtles they are incredibly graceful. They are species that nest on Florida's
coastlines and are found in most oceans Worldwide. They are a threatened species which means their
population is in jeopardy of extinction if we don't educate people and protect them. I hope my project
helps open the eyes of the public to their needs.

Artists: Ava Adriani, Hallie Barndollar

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Sea Turtle, E82

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Red Fox, E75

Yes

This is a loggerhead sea turtle made from recycled materials. The technique we used was building,
designing and sketching. One thing we hope people see is the well thought out structure. The structure
goes from biggest recycled material to smallest.

Artists: Brooke Sullivan, Riley Hampton

No

My teammate and I worked very hard on this artwork together. Using recycled materials we made great
progress as we worked a little here and a little there until it was finished. Submitting this art piece is very
important to my teammate and I because we actually get a chance to be a part of a contest where our
artwork gets seen!

Artists: Brooklyn Young, Brooke Bell

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures
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Elementary School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
ARTIST STATEMENT
4
American Alligator, This Alligator I think you will find textured and creative.
E59

FOR
SALE
No

Artists: Collin Pastika, Peter John Bazzini

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Mega Turtle, E47

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

5

Red Fox, E76

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

3

Dolphin, E73

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

3

Dolphin, E99

Our piece was made by just going along with recycled materials that we had on hand. Since we had
nothing that looked like a shell, we had to make our own shell out of cardboard. It was huge but it still
worked!

No

Artists: Devan Parekh, Keerat Kohli
The topic or subject of our artwork is to save Florida's wildlife.
The technique that we will be using for our sculpture is incorporating recyclable items, which is that one
thing that we hope people will notice. It is important to save our environment in any way that we can and
recycling is something that we all can do to help.

Yes

Artists: Devon Bilek, Lucas Nardin
The topic of our artwork is making our dolphin and learning about its adaptations. We built our dolphin
out of recyclable materials and then we painted it. One thing that I hope people will notice about artwork
is that it is a dolphin.

No

Artists: Emily Meeker, Talan Primmer
The subject of my artwork is a dolphin. I glued beads down in a pattern as the base of the art and
visualized a dolphin coming out of the beads. I hope that people will notice that my artwork is made out
of trash and that even trash can be beautiful and have a new purpose.

No

Artists: Emily Toso

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

River Otter, E44

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Black Bear, E53

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Scavenger
Racoon, E45

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Ocean Fun, E40

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

2

The Basic, E95

My project is a sculpture of a standing River Otter made from recycled and repurposed materials. I hope
that this sculpture will encourage people to both recycle and appreciate the river otter.

No

Artists: Freddy Bowen
The topic of my artwork is a black bear. I wanted my art to be funny so I got inspiration from my best
friend's little brother. I hope though, people will notice all the little pieces I used to make my sleepy black
bear.

No

Artists: Jenna Nafziger
A raccoon is a native animal of Florida. This animal is a scavenger who lives off land and garbage. With
the use of recycled materials like Clorox wipe bin, corks, duck tape, cardboard cup holder, beads, it
represents the type of animal that uses his surroundings to create a home. Along with eating what the
animal is able to find. A raccoon is not a picky animal.

No

Artists: Jessica Chao
The topic of my artwork is the bottlenose dolphin. I picked it because dolphins are always so happy and
playful. My technique was wrapping all my materials for my dolphin to give it the color of the dolphin. One
thing that I hope people notice is that I used a water bottle for my "bottle"- nosed dolphin. I would also
like for people to notice that I added other sea creatures other than the dolphin, like a clam and fish, to
make it seem more like the ocean.

No

Artists: Kaitlyn Bradley
My sculpture is an alligator. We have many alligators in Florida. I used recycled materials, water bottles,
beads, tape and a hot glue gun to make him. One thing I hope people will notice is all of the details that I
did.

Yes

Artists: Laci Williams

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Loggerhead Sea
Turtle, E78

My sculpture is an animal native to Florida (Loggerhead Sea turtle). It is intended to be humorous and I
want people to see what I transformed it into ;). I used materials that have been repurposed and reused. I
hope people notice that my loggerhead sea turtle was transformed into a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle.

Yes

Artists: Lauren Scotch

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

Alligator Mother,
E85

The subject of our artwork is an American alligator mother protecting her babies in a marsh. Our
technique was that we used recycled material and made another purpose for it by gluing and making
interesting details. We hope that people will notice how the alligator has a lot of texture on her scales.
We also want people to notice all of the details throughout the whole piece.

Artists: Leann Ho, Zoey Chang
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Elementary School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
ARTIST STATEMENT
5
Monarch Butterfly, The topic of our project is a monarch butterfly made out of recycled materials. The Monarch is native to
Florida. We used cardboard and corks as a base. Then we added little doodads on top. We hope that
E55

FOR
SALE
No

people will notice the materials that we used and the time that it took to put it together.

Artists: Olivia Wheaton, Ana Maria Seovic

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

4

ARMYdillo, E80

Lutz Prep,
Guertin,
Williams

2

Cutie Rabbit Liza,
E36

Pride, Land,
Callihan

A bomb was dropped on a ballroom in France. This was the beginning of the zombie apocalypse. This
2, 5 Apocalyptic
Ballroom Invasion, sculpture shows the zombies celebrating the takeover and trust me they are having quite a party! In the
development of this project every team member, and we mean EVERY team member has found their
E101

Yes

Our subject is an armadillo, native to Florida. We collected trash for all of our materials and taped and
glued to build our structure on a cardboard base. We hope people notice how humorous the army men
are attacking our armadillo!

Artists: Ryan Williams, Grant Creedican

No

What is the subject or topic of your work? Animals that are native to Florida. It's colorful tail helps it stan
out so it can run. It likes to run. What technique did you use to make this artwork? I made a sculpture
made out of recycled materials and masking tape. What is one thing that you hope people notice about
your artwork? The cute cutie eyes and how the texture looks.

Artists: Vivian Gilliland

No

strengths and weaknesses. So let's have a ball!

Artists: Annika Sinha, Joshua Hopkins, Oliva Belinc, Sofia Selhorn, Aishani Lahiri, Gaby Selhorn

Ruskin, Amos, 5
Eastep

Ocean Fiesta,
E102

Yes

We wanted to show the beauty of the ocean. We styled our sea turtle after the Oaxacan animal
sculptures from Mexico. We all made separate parts of the sculpture then assembled them into a
collaborative piece.

Artists: Melissa Arias, Maria Calixtro Lopez, Sara Cano, Angel Catarino-Dircio, Jennifer Hernandez, Sorienity
Knapp, Jonah Laura, Isabella Linares-Lopez, Lesley Martinez, Alexandro Olivera, Joshua Parrish Jr,
Victoria Perez, Collin Potter, Emily Regino, Blake Reynolds, Jose Rico, Heavenly Rivera, Lisa Soto,
Josmar Torres, Alejandro Urraya, Desiree Varela

Seffner, Giles, 3, 4, Under Tampa Bay, It was intricate work. It was a puzzle that we had to make all of the pieces first, and then get them to fit
together. It was fun making the sea creatures and adding our beads with our plastic seaweed.
5
E104
Yanulis

Yes

Artists: Jacob Smith, Christopher Lewis, Abbey Wigh, Kylee Dodson, Dylan Streb, Tiffany Santillan, Cohen
Martin
Seffner, Giles, 3, 4, Beaded Girl, E103 It was awkward forming the bead girl; filling in the fingers was a tight squeeze. Two different girls were
models with a lot of giggling while taping it together. we learned "Some feet are smelly."
Yanulis
5

Yes

Artists: Kylee Dodson, Abbey Wigh, Dylan Streb, Christopher Lewis, Tiffany Santillan

Shaw,
Walters,
Valentine

3-5

Through the Fish
Tank, E105
BEST OF SHOW

Yes

When given the challenge to create something out of water bottles and Gasparilla beads we thought of
things that had to do with water and pirates came up with the idea of fish and pirate ships. When we
thought about where to see the two things together we thought of the idea of a fish tank and "Through
the Fish Tank" was born. The water bottles were used for the fish, the pirate ship wreck, the mosaic in
the back and aquarium plants. The beads were used for the gravel, eyes of the fish and decorations in
the tank. We all love to create art because it makes us feel successful and talented. It doesn't have to
come from the mind as much as the heart. Making art inspires us to move forward and accomplish our
goals for ourselves to one day to be successful in life. We love showing the world what we can do. The
fish tank represents us as people. All different, but all useful to the environment where we live. We really
liked making this fish tank and hope you like looking at it.

Artists: Iyana Simms, Brandon Gomez, Rocio Alberto, Enzo Garcia, Laura Norales, Rodrianna Walker, Tatianna
Truett, Edgar Mendez, Eviarys Ruiz, Josue Garcia, Viryonna Thompson, Antionque Camille, Coral
Salvador, Tomesha Tillman, Jazzaria Huff, Yamil Irizarry Ramos, Javarie Gadis, Cristian Rodriguez,
Jeremiah Jones, Genesis Velaquez-Leal, Milagros Velaquez-Leal, Wendy Velaquez-Leal, Stacy McNair,
Johnston Albert, Joe Moreno-Diaz, Z'Kyah Brooks, Alexis Rosas-Bacas

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures
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Middle School Winners
BEST OF SHOW
Roland Park, “Upcycled Fashion”

BEST FAUX FUNCTIONAL
Roland Park, “Eunoia”

MOST HUMOROUS
Roland Park, “Doo Dat Doo Dat!”
BEST RE-PURPOSED
Buchanan, “Silver Luna”

BEST TAMPA CULTURE
Wilson, “Bottle Nose Trigger Fish”

9
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Middle School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Buchanan,
Hilgenberg,
Pingel

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
6
Silver Luna, M1
BEST REPURPOSED

ARTIST STATEMENT

My inspiration comes from my mom who raised me and my little sister as a single mother; I grew up
without a dad. We were not the wealthiest family so my mom had to get creative and instead of buying
new stuff she found a way to re-purpose the stuff in the recycle bin. I got into the habit of doing the same.
For this project, I went home and found all of my materials from my container of Gasparilla beads and
the recycle bin. I didn’t know what to do until I went to bed and I saw my chandelier and that’s where I got
my inspiration.

FOR
SALE
Yes

Artists: Jocelyn Forbus

Progress
7
Village, Olson,
Talenti

Jellyfish
Celebration, M2

Our assignment was to create a re-purposed sculpture made out of water bottles and throw beads. We
Yes
created jellyfish out of the bottom half of the plastic bottles, tinfoil, beads, wire, CD's, and more. Our
jellyfish are being suspended by wire to give the effect of them floating as realistic jellyfish would in the
ocean. The goal of this sculpture was to capture the ooooohh's and the aaaahhhh's and show the
movement of jellyfish. The reasoning for our sculpture was also to make the ''Best Re-purposed'' artwork,
which is the category our sculpture is going to be placed in.

Artists: Haley Wise, Lindsey Martin

Rodgers,
Miranda,
Carpenter

8

Spaced Out, M7

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

The Beauty And
The Best, M20

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

8

Doo Dat Doo Dat!, This sculpture is going to be categorized as most humorous. I got the idea when Ms. Maxwell was
explaining the contest to my class and it made me think of the song by Iggy Azalea called "Fancy". In
M23

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

The Water Bottle,
M15

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

Rapunzel, M29

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

Eunoia, M22

No

I wanted to explore the idea of how simple forms can be used to create a composition.

Artists: Abigail Carpenter

Yes

My theme for Best Faux Functional was inspired by the movie, Beauty and the beast. I used plastic to
create the flower and the glass case. I used the beads to hold the glass flower so it can make it spin as
well as to line the bottom of the case. I really wanted to make this piece because I remembered when I
was a little girl and how I loved watching princess movies!

Artists: Ana de La Vega Frenandez

MOST
HUMOROUS

Yes

the song she sings do dat do dat, so I was singing it in class but changed the words to doodad doodad! I
used bottles to create the curly texture of her hair and as an aperture to build the paper mache body
around. I used beads to add a design to her dress and create highlights in her hair. I also made her
bottom prominent because that is one of her trade marks!

Artists: Antonio Freeman
I got the idea to create a faux functional water bottle from watching how many bottles of water my family No
goes through each week. I am trying to make a statement about all the waste that we create by using all
of my families water bottles to create a giant water bottle. The beads were used to represent the water.

Artists: Conner Muth, Estevan Fonseca, Jacob Perez
I created Rapunzel's tower out of a 2-liter soda bottle and used the beads to create flowers and rocks on No
the tower. I chose to create Rapunzel because she was a strong female character and one of my
favorite princess stories!

Artists: Evelyn Marin

BEST FAUX
FUNCTIONAL

We chose to do a faux functional art pallet because an art pallet reflects what most people think of when Yes
they hear the word "art". This competition is all about different forms of art and the beauty of it. The
beads represent the different colors of paint on the art pallet and the bottle represents the paint brush.

Artists: Gillian Bennett, Bella Martinez

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

Dragon Sea Horse, After watching a documentary on sea life, I learned about the dragon sea horse and was inspired to
create a sculpture of the unique creature. I created the body of the sea horse out of paper mache and
M14

No

then covered it with cut up plastics and beads. I have really enjoyed learning about the art of up-cycling
this year and was so happy to have the opportunity to create this sculpture!

Artists: Illuan Townswend

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

7

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

8

Sponge Bob's Life, We decided to create sculptures for the most humorous category. We chose a Sponge Bob theme
No
because he has always found a way to make us laugh when we were kids and we would like to bring that
M16
joy to others.

Artists: Lourdes Mederos, Trinitee Anderson, Jasmynn Schampers, Stephanie Sandborn, Lanya Kelly

Missing Ring, M28 My sculpture is a big version of a ring and I chose to make this because I lose a lot of my rings due to
different reasons. So I made a giant ring so I will be able to see it and won't lose.

Yes

Artists: Malaysia Falls

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures
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Middle School ParticAipants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
8
The Tree of
Wishes , M24

ARTIST STATEMENT

It is a tree made entirely of used items. The tree itself, is made of old wires painted brown. The leaves
are made of cut up bottle pieces, the pot is a used pot decorated, and the soil is made up of beads. The
reason I created this tree is because when I thought of re-purposed art, I thought of the earth, which lead
to trees and the bad condition our earth is in, hence the wish that the earth will one day be restored, or
"The Tree Of Wishes".

FOR
SALE
No

Artists: Marcielly Nascimento

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

8

The Growth of
Music, M25

We decided to use recylcable items, such as water bottles, beads, CDs and old sheet music to express No
the growth of music. We chose to make a flower with musical items to demonstrate how music "blooms"
over time. We decided to make the flower petals out of water bottles and cardboard. The center of our
flower is made out of multiple bottle caps. The smaller leaves are made out of cardboard and old sheet
music. Then we decorated the flower with music notes and beads. On the outside of the flower we chose
to put wires in the shape that we think looks like echos, to show how music echos through time.

Artists: Samantha Davidson, Raegan Richardson

Roland Park,
Gillyard,
Maxwell

8

Upcycled Fashion, I made a dress for the re-purposed theme. I was inspired to make this by my love for arts, crafts, and
Yes
fashion. I used the water bottles for my rose and the ruffles of the dress. And I used the beads for the top
M18

Shields,
Kovacs,
Conson

7

Relaxing on the
Beach, M31

Shields,
Kovacs,
Conson

7

At the End of the
Rainbow, M30

Shields,
Kovacs,
Conson

6

The Skyway
Bridge, M33

of the dress and to give the rose a sparkly feel.

BEST OF SHOW
Artists: Savannah Watson
We decided to create a sculpture of palm trees because they remind us of the beauty of Florida.

Yes

Artists: Jessica Basheer, Elexa Crisp, Savanah Santos, Maria Valdez
We decided to make a rainbow out of recyclable products to show that there is a beautiful side to trash.
It's all in the eye of the beholder.

Yes

Artists: Leelanee Castillo, Eimi Ortiz-Garcia, Julio Longoria
We chose to create the Skyway Bridge because it is an icon of the Tampa Bay area. This is part of RePurposed theme.

Yes

Artists: Samuel Guerra, Andrew Mendiola, Angel Valencia, Seth Irwin

Tomlin,
Sullivan,
Edgemon

6-8

Capturing the essence of the ocean with recycled art. During this project we took recycled Mountain Dew No
I live In An
ANNEMMMOOON and water bottles to create a shimmering anemone. By cutting the bottles with scissors in different ways
and experimenting with mylar, this dazzling piece of art came to life!
NNEEEE, M34

Wilson,
Faucett,
Lancaster

8

The Not-So-Little
Mermaid, M37

Wilson,
Faucett,
Lancaster

7

The Jose Gaspar,
M38

Wilson,
Faucett,
Lancaster

8

Bottle Nose Trigger "Ode to The Trigger Fish"
He was beautiful as can be,loved swimming in the sea.
Fish, M36

Wilson,
Faucett,
Lancaster

6

Artists: Cale Bazley, Makayla Luckey, Charlott Yang, Ethan Edgemon, Joseph Ford
Our mermaid may look small, but it's just a representation. the real mermaid is a giant who, even as we
write this, lounges at the bottom of Tampa Bay, watching over her beloved city.

Yes

Artists: Alana Felton, Emma Claire Long
We created a pirate ship out of water bottles to celibrate Gasparilla. This holiday is in honor of Jose
Yes
Gaspar , and is only celebrated in Tampa. Gaspar was a Spanish pirate, who lived from 1756-1821. He
was supposedly the "last of the buccaneers" This ship not only celebrates an important part of Tampa"s
history, but uses recycled water bottles and beads from the Gasparilla celeberation itself.

Artists: Amelia Spicola, Rue Thompson, Elijah Garcia

BEST TAMPA
CULTURE

Yes

He felt so fantastic,until he swam into plastic.
Magic never fails, it tranformed his very scales.
He was plucked from the bay,by a pirate you could say.
Who saw to his needs, and embellished him with beads.

Artists: Sophia Calvo

Nemo's Dream
Anemone, M35

We imagine our anemone in the middle of Tampa Bay, housing an assortment of beautiful sea creatures Yes
who affect our bay positively and inspire our creativity!

Artists: Vendela Busbee, Emily Malone, Annie Miller, Kaysey Patterson
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Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures

High School Winners
BEST OF SHOW
Lennard, “Untitled”

BEST FAUX FUNCTIONAL
Hillsborough, “Fountain”

BEST TAMPA CULTURE
Chamberlain, “Founded Treasure”

BEST RE-PURPOSED
Newsome, “Max the Jackolope”

MOST HUMOROUS
Leto, “Evolution”

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures
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High School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
GR TITLE, ENTRY#
Blake, Salters, 11 Llama, H4
CabaneroHarvey

ARTIST STATEMENT

This sculpture is a golden llama dressed in fancy clothing. The gold color underneath the plastic fur
creates juxtaposition in the representation of the valuable and meaningful artworks throughout art history
made with golden materials, with the bright and colorful accessories made from beads that represent the
modern-day culture of consumerism and fashion. The sculpture takes advantage of the humor often
surrounding llamas in addition to the humor of animals dressed in human clothing or jewelry to create
individualized reactions from the viewer depending on their personal views of the whimsical subject
matter.
Artists: Alexandra Eason

Blake, Salters, 10
CabaneroHarvey

A Taste of Tampa, This piece is a collective representation of Tampa's most well known and attractive landmarks. The
landmarks represented show all of Tampa's diversity and collective beauty in one piece.
H6

Blake, Salters, 11
CabaneroHarvey

Wild, H3

Blake, Salters, 11
CabaneroHarvey

Victoria Falls, H1

FOR
SALE
No

No

Artists: Aya Khablawi
This piece shows a combination of many creatures found in nature. There are forms of a wolf,boar,and
crocodile all wild untamable animals. It can also be worn showing the relation between people and the
wild, hence the wearer and the piece being one. The beads only further the depth and shading that can't
be shown only through bottles.
Artists: Michael Tirado
This piece is a representation of Victoria Falls, a waterfall found in Zimbabwe, Africa. I chose to personify
the waterfall in the form of a female torso, whose curvilinear edges constructed from rigid pieces of water
bottles are reminiscent of the craggy, yet smooth, rock formations that lead up to the waterfall's crest,
because of the site's direct relationship to nature, or, alternatively, Mother Earth. She is posed to imitate
sensory catharsis, the feelings of which may have been evoked by the waterfall's discoverers. Yet,
regional political and socio-economic tensions, as well as the decadence of tourists, have led to a
decline in the waterfall's conditions, and is represented with the sculpture's blunt stare at the beads she
is holding in her hand.

No

No

Artists: Robert Managad

Blake, Salters, 12
Hopkins

Trashy, H7

Blake, Salters, 12
Hopkins

Seahorse
Fastener, H29

Blake, Salters, 12
CabaneroHarvey

Giraffey, H2

Chamberlain,
Liccio,
Pederson

10,
11

Window and Casa We started with the idea of creating a mini IPad but at the end it wasn't really looking like a mini IPad so
we ended up with creating this window looking out.
en la Playa, H9

Chamberlain,
Liccio,
Pederson

12

Founded Treasure, In my initial idea of creating the city of Tampa (main parts) I came up with the name "Founded Treasure"
because I think Tampa is a treasure created by the citizens who live here. Not only for the fun events
H10

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

12

Tears of Joy, H18

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

12

Jellyfish, H14

The pieces, "trashy" is a necklace made out of plastic water bottles, Mardi Gras beads and nickel silver
jump rings. Things like water bottles and Mardi Gras beads are used in everyday lives but once they
have fulfilled there purpose they are discard and forgetten about. The piece "trashy" is constructed out
of unwanted material and is recreated into piece of functional art giving it a purpose again.
Artists: Naomi Mendez
As plastic water bottles are a large threat to marine life, I focused my piece on a creature whose life is
effected by the plastic polluting the world's oceans yet also embodies the whimsical and colorful nature
of Gasparilla beads; the seahorse.
Artists: Samantha Mulder
It's a giraffe. They are long, tall, and graceful creatures.

No

No

No

Artists: Sarah Gonedridge

Yes

Artists: Candy Angomas, Desire Rodriguez, Leonela Patino, Cesar Marty

Yes

that take place but also for the historical value it has.

BEST TAMPA
CULTURE

Artists: Demelys Oramas

13

I decided to make a weeping willow for this project, with the beads hanging down as the leaves and
plastic water bottles twisted into the shape of branches. I used green beads to resemble green leaves
then thought to add pops of color to my tree to symbolize the moments that the weeping willow cried
tears of joy.
Artists: Amanda Organ
I came up with the idea of a jellyfish because I knew that I wanted to make an animal, so I just
brainstormed a few animals until I finally decided on a jellyfish. I used the top portion of an Aquafina
bottle as the body and I used pipe cleaners and Gaspirilla beads as the tentacles.

Artists: Emani Aikens

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures

Yes

No

High School Participants
SCHOOL,
PRINCIPAL,
TEACHER
Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

GR TITLE, ENTRY#
12 Evil Fire Hydrant,
H16

ARTIST STATEMENT

Be careful when you walk past this evil fire hydrant. He has a very short temper and he might explode at
any moment.

FOR
SALE
Yes

Artists: Gina Pamplona

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

10

La Vie Est Belle,
H19

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

9

Spring's Blossom, I made this rose still in its budding stage because I thought it would be fun to make and I really like
nature so I thought I would really enjoy making this rose since I would be able to finally put all my
H13

Yes

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

9

Fountain, H20

No

Hillsborough,
Von Ancken,
Clay

12

Twins Ahoy!, H17

Lennard,
Freitas,
Rosende

11

Koi Fish, H22

Lennard,
Freitas,
Rosende

12

Leto, Genco,
Sekora

12

Newsome,
Bruning,
Wycka

12

Plant City,
Richardsokn,
Carpenter

12

The Beauty of
Recycling, H26

Steinbrenner, 12
King, Miller

Service for the
Soul, H27

I was inspired by the movie Penguins of Madagascar and I love animals.

Yes

Artists: Horcaditte Kiniffo

creativity and effort into it.
Artists: Israel Castellanos

BEST FAUX
FUNCTIONAL

This was made to show the rich areas Florida how we are known for water and lush areas near the
water. I made the holder for the bowl oup of bottles then painted over it not to show it. I also put the
beads to show the after math of Marty Graw by placeing scattered beads.

Artists: Savannha Belliveau
The idea for the twins came to me after realizing I wanted to do a pirate. I figured why not do twins and
they can share the treasure together. I also figured twins was an original approach not thought of yet
which made it all the better.
Artists: Taleya Brown
This work of art is a Japanese Koi fish made of recycled coke cans. The center is a water bottle covered
in news paper and at the base is an armature with colorful blue, white, and silver beads to represent
water. The fish in itself symbolizes a characteristic of wisdom, freedom, and beauty in Japanese koi fish.

No

Yes

Artists: Mariah Maley

Untitled, H21
BEST OF SHOW

I created the relief project with many recycled materials including newspaper, plastic bottles, and beads.
This project was created to represent the Tampa Bay ecosystem and the pollution that is quickly
inhabiting our beautiful Florida waters.

Yes

Artists: Morgan Beachum

Evolution, H23
MOST
HUMOROUS

Art is a way to express thoughts and emotions, to relieve stress and show passion. It is a daily therapy, I
am dedicated to, that nourishes me; it helps my mind and soul to breathe. I hope to open the eyes of my
community—to realize that art is not perfection; it should be appreciated for its beauty and emotional
power. It is a visual form of feelings that should be practiced. Let your hands wander.

Yes

Artists: Jessica Rydzik

Wharton,
Woods,
Campbell

Max the Jackolope, I loved the idea of being able to add texture to my jackolope in an unconventional way and having people
be surprised when they found out it was cut up pieces of painted water bottles. I think that the beads also
H24

No

work well as antlers appearing bulkier in comparison to the smoothness of the fur, as antlers would.

BEST REPURPOSED

Artists: Natalie Cox
The art I created is to show the beauty within recycling. I used plastic bottles to show what art can be
made of such a simple object.

Yes

Artists: Morgan Napper

1012

Animals can draw out the most isolated personalities, help people overcome emotional numbness, and
sense when their handlers are in danger. Retired veterans who have a service dog compel better with
difficulties and problems that those who do not. My piece represents a veterans emotional status when
he comes back from war and his viewpoints towards modern day issues. Gun control is a hot topic right
now that concerns many U.S. citizens. In addition, service dogs not allowed in classrooms and in certain
public buildings is also a controversy. As you can see, my sculpture has a significant amount of depth
and meaning to it.
Artists: Rachel Duffen, Emily Zuercher, Michael Green, Alee Stooks, Melissa Ferrin, Erin Fesler, Sean
Kowalczyk, Wendy Smith, Karli Jahnigan
Exile Island, H28 The class based this piece off of the Tampa cultural festival known as Gaspirilla. Gaspirilla is a parade
based on the early Florida history of the mystical and apocryphal tale of Spanish Pirate José Gaspar.
The students put in their collective work to insert the festive and cultural vibrancies into the piece to
create an uncharted island with the abandoned pirates who were exiled there.
Artists: Ceramics II and 3-D Design II classes

Visit www.doodadoftampa.org for information regarding purchase of sculptures
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Demonstration Sculptures
“The Lonesome Loser”
- Samantha Churchill

This sculpture is solid Gasparilla beads held together and
manipulated by recycled wire. Based upon the song of the
same name by the group The Little River Band, you will see
a vial of luck in one hand and a vial of love in the other and
never can the two be drunk at the same time, thus dooming
our would-be “king of the world” to choose in life between
prosperity and love.

Samantha Churchill is a wire sculptor who graduated Maine college of Art with a B.F.A. in sculpture.
Samantha moved to Tampa in 2007 where a chance meeting led her to a scrapped pile that contained
electrical conduit wire salvaged from the Skypoint building. For years she has been making aluminum
wire sculptures from this scrap. Each sculpture is cold twisted and manipulated using a pair of needle
nose pliers. The aluminum allows for a variety of sculptures. Light weight and weather resistant, they are
outdoor or indoor ready. Each sculpture begins as a single strand, and through the bending and
manipulating of the wire they eventually start to build up mass. Recently Samantha has begun to push
her sculptures in a variety of new directions, now including wood, steel, aluminum casing, glass, and
animal bones in her work. She has exhibited in more than 400 shows in the bay area, New York City,
Miami, Milan, San Diego, and Seattle. http://www.facebook.com/GettingFrankDone

“Untitled”
University of Tampa students
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“Untitled”
Horizon Bay Residents

www.doodadoftampa.org • facebook/annualdoodadcompetition • twitter.com/DooDadArt

Think eARTh Invitation Award
Community Stepping Stones
Community Stepping Stones, a nonprofit that brings “Art+Science” programming to hundreds of at-risk youth, loved
the idea of students using repurposed objects that would normally become trash, to now become works of art.
With funding from a Tampa Bay Estuary mini-grant, Community Stepping Stones is producing the first THINK
eARTh Youth Art Exhibition this summer at HCC Ybor CIty Gallery, July 9 – Aug 5.
The THINK eARTh youth art exhibit will have works created by numerous young people throughout Hillsborough
& Pinellas counties. Community Stepping Stones is partnering with school instructors, home-school parents, afterschool teachers and other youth advocates who want to give our youth a voice in the most important issue of our
time... Climate change.
Community Stepping Stones has chosen 9 pieces of art/sculpture from this years DooDad competition to be part of
our THINK eARTh exhibit this summer. The artworks invited will be branded with the THINK eARTh logo.
Elementary School
Metamorphosis
Alligator Mother
Ocean Fiesta
Beaded Girl
Middle School
Bottle Nose Trigger Fish
High School
Untitled
Koi Fish
Max the Jackolope

Community Stepping Stones
would like to congratulate all the
amazing and creative students that
participated in this year’s DooDad
competition.

www.doodadoftampa.org • facebook/annualdoodadcompetition • twitter.com/DooDadArt
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Peoples’ Choice Awards

People’s Choice Award Ballot

Betwwen May 4th and May 12th anyone visiting
the TBHC had an opportunity to cast a ballot
for the Best of Elementary, Middle and High
School Sculptures. The winners will be announced by C.J. Roberts, Frank E. Duckwall
President and CEO Tampa Bay History Center,
at the Doodad’s Awards Reception on May 13th.

Please vote for your favorite DooDad sculptures in each age category (elementary, middle and
high school). The History Center will tally the votes and present a “People’s Choice” award to
the winning students at an awards ceremony on May 12.

Best of Elementary Schools
Name of artwork _____________________________________________________
School ______________________________________________________________

Best of Middle Schools
Name of artwork _____________________________________________________
School ______________________________________________________________

Best of High Schools
Name of artwork _____________________________________________________
School ______________________________________________________________
•••• •
What is your overall impression of the DooDad exhibition?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Doodad Competition Committee
Many thanks to the volunteers and organizations who worked to make this Doodads Exhibition possible!

Coordinating Committee: Jack M. Wyatt II – Coordinator; Kathy Durdin - Tampa Regional Artists, Coordinator; Dana Warner - Art Supervisor HCPS, Coordinator; Julie Matus - Tampa Bay History Center; Karen Barmore - Art
Teacher, Gorrie Elementary; Candy Olson - HCPS School Board; Suzi Moreland - Horizon Bay/Brookdale, Logistics; Jim
Wordes - Graphics; Ellen Madden – Graphics; Dave Heise - Web Site and Catalog Editor; Lauren Erickson – Catalog Layout; Jen and Billy Renninger – Photography; Printed by Gunn Printing.

Logistics: Bead Collection & Redistribution: Gorrie Elementary, Mitchell MS, Wilson MS, Robinson HS, Plant HS,
Karen Barmore, Horizon Bay, Kathy Gepp Martin, Hyde Park Deli, Kent King, HCPS Warehouse, Tampa Solid Waste
Department. Tables: Hillsborough County Parks & Recreation. Gallery Set Up: Karen Barmore, Paula Meckley, Kimberly
Bender. Exhibit Receiving and Setup: Marie Rice, Linda Wyatt, Trisha Swords; THBC Docents Shelly Blood, Sara Baker,
Roy Kendall, Jim Weiss, Angela O’Connell, Clete Belsom.

Video Production
To provide the viewers of the Doodad Repurposed Competition Exhibit with some
background on the competition and the effort of the students, the exhibit will also
include a video production by Ethan Huggins, a first-year Blake High School TV &
Film major, whose short digital documentary highlights the successes and history of
Doodads. The video, which will premiere at the reception on May 12th, is also Ethan’s
Eagle Project for Boy Scout Troop 47, where he serves as Assistant Senior Patrol Leader
for The Zoo Troop at Tampa’s Lowry Park Zoo.

www.doodadoftampa.org • facebook/annualdoodadcompetition • twitter.com/DooDadArt
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